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The largest markets for H2 fuels produced in Finland will likely 
be in Europe – for chemicals etc., maybe the same case?

• CHN mostly domestically oriented?
• Large US potential, but 

uncertainties vis-à-vis exports due 
to the policies of the next 
presidential regime and possible 
domestic instability

• Persian Gulf: affordable CCUS fuel 
+ large renewable H2 potential

• AUS, IN, ID → Asian markets due to 
transport cost reasons?

• Northern Sea route unusable
• Finnish fuel exports to Asia 

uncertain due to transport costs & 
shrinking global commons 
character of the Seas

• Southern Europe to be supplied 
with Northern & sub-Saharan Africa  

X?

Source: Pflugman & DeBlasio (2020)

With H2-NH3 conversion and reconversion, transport 
cost can double the price (IEA 2023)



Competition is tough even in Europe 
both for price and policy reasons –
but competitiveness has many 
components (one of them may be 
strategic autonomy!)

• Finnish production globally not among the most 
price competitive & transport cost to far away 
markets may be prohibitive

• In Europe, Finnish production competes with 
Norwegian, Baltic, Spanish, North African, sub-
Saharan & Latin American production

• Many potential producer countries have strong 
policy push & incentives

• Economical pipeline transport ca. 1000-2000km



Finnish H2 fuel 
production can compete 
with connectivity & 
diversified infrastructure
• Poor connectivity to otherwise lucrative 

Asian markets as Northern searoute and 
Russian land transit unavailable

• Although only few Finnish projects are 
operational, those operational in central 
Europe will not satisfy all demand there

• Finnish ‘project pipeline’ comparable to 
that of most potential suppliers to Europe

• H2 transport through pipeline & H2 fuel 
transport via tankers both have 
vulnerabilties

• Connection to Barents Sea and/or 
Sweden to address vulnerabilities 

• Destinations: UK, BE, NET, DE? 

CCUS Electrolysis Operational Under construction

Figure: IEA 2023



What did the Finnish forestry industry once do? 
It is possible to offshore some production

→ (yet unknown) demand will exist
→ production closer to demand diminished transport cost
→ investment into ‘safe’ (?) allied/NATO countries (USA, JPN, AUS)
→ or to riskier (Namibia? Chile? Morocco? India?) 
→ competitive advantage with policies 
→ just like RES deployment was kicked off with policies
→ invest in countries with proper policies

Source: IEA (2023)



Policy push required to create demand
→ redirected fossil fuel subsidies & expenses that so far 
have went to buying fossil fuels from abroad 
→ in 2022, the EU imported energy worth € 604bln… 

How does one achieve 
a major transition fast? 
Analogy from Norway’s 

EV transition → the 
whole menu of policy 

instruments in use!



So how does the EU 
policy mix look like? 
Gruyere or Maasdam?
Command-and-control Example Notes

Targets

EU gas and hydrogen 
package (2023/2024)

42.5% of H2 renewable by 2030 (RFNBO) = 4Mt; 
60% 2035

Where is the 2040 target?

1.2% of aviation fuel renewable H2 by 2030 
(RFNBO) = 92.000t + 460.000t CCUS

The industry’s own actions are slow…

1% road transport fuels renewable H2 by 2030 
(RFNBO) = 360.000t

Hopefully this goes to heavy traffic, but 
competing solutions exist

Performance standards RFNBO Eligibility: 3.4kg of CO2e/kg H2

Blending obligation Natural gas pipeline operators to accept 5% H2
1.10.2025→ 75% tariff discount for H2

Primarily targeting industrial sector’s 
emission reductions Hollanti (2026)

Incentives

Hydrogen Bank 720Me on first round (CfD type), 1.58Mt in 10 
years, 7 projects (1 to Finland) → 2Mrd+ €

+ MS incentives for projects not receiving 
EU funding, e.g. DE 350M€; EST 39Me

RDI support Clean Hydrogen Partnership, 190M€  2024 + MS 10M€+ projects: BR, NET, DE, DK



What about the competitiors? India’s
renewable H2, NH3, MeOH boost
Command-and-control Examples Notes

Target ‘Self-reliant India’ scheme (2020) Energy independence by 2047

Performance standard Green Hydrogen Standard for India 
(2023)

Eligible RES incl. biomass; < 2.0 kgCO2e/kg 
of H2 (12m average); methodology TBA 

Incentives

Production subsidy USD 25mln →5 Mt of ‘renewable’ 
hydrogen by 2030 (with 125GW RES 
capacity additions)

May reach 10 Mt/yr incl. exports

Competitive bidding scheme, 
2.2bln USD

Subsidy for electrolyser development Part of SIGHT programme 

Competitive bidding scheme, 
2.2bln USD

Subsidy for RES based H2 production Part of SIGHT; USD 0.64/kg) for 1st year, USD 
0.51/k) for 2nd year; USD 0.38/Kg) for 3rd year

Waiver Electricity transmission charge waiver Until 2030/2036

Management instruments Manufacturing zones for green H2 Spatial planning policy

H2 safety certification programme

H2 fuel quality control systemSources: e.g. IEA (2023); Pal et al. (2024); 
Government of India (2023)



Japan’s 
hydrogen 
society vision 
proposed to 
do it a bit 
differently 



Some key leftovers from Japan’s Hydrogen Society vision, 
on top of impressive H2 supply chain development 
Transport – heavy competition with other technologies District & residential heating + CHP → best applied where?

Sources: METI (2021, 2022)



What about the global competition 
in electrolyser manufacturing? 

Electrolyser investments, 2021-22
Sources: IEA (2023); METI (2021, 2022)

→ But USA & Europe lead 
investment in electrolyser start-ups

→ Japan invests some 450mln USD public money for 
electrolysers to bring cost to 1/6!



<4.9g CO₂/kgH₂

‘Just get the 
numbers’

Various: <0.45,

0.45-1.5, 1.5-2.5, 

2.5-4 g CO2-eq/kg 

H2

<3.4g CO2-eq/kg 

+ low-carbon H2 

products e.g. 

synthetic 

methane, 70% of 

fossil fuel 

equivalent GHGs 

??

????

<3.4 g

A ’global’ hydrogen 
fuel market –
fragmentation 
emerging?

The 
rest…?

<4g 



A ‘global’ policy landscape? 

• Not so much in terms of actual ‘global’ policies yet but 
predominantly national + EU-based

• Some international standardisation efforts
• European Clean Hydrogen Alliance (standardisation)
• European Hydrogen Safety Panel, ISO (work on fuelling 

stations & protocols)
• SAE International [USA] (hydrogen refuelling stations)
• International Electrotechnical Commission (standards 

on performance testing in fuel cell/battery systems in 
excavators + power-to-methane, fuel cells in trucks)

• Several ‘agent’ organisations & platforms working on 
knowledge accumulation, sharing & dissemination

Where is Finland?

• Even though Finnish H2 fuel production will 
not be the cheapest, strategic autonomy 
policies & friend-shoring to create 
opportunities within NATO/EU 

• But Finland’s own H2 policies are not much to 
be seen…

• Some risks in transition period CCUS 
solutions based on natural gas extraction

• And in CO2 in methanol solutions → how long 
will biological origin CO2 be considered 
climate neutral?

• For a value-added, resilient niche, invest in 
ammonia + SWE/NO transport connection? 
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